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Abstract 

A new technique has been developed for the 
construction of binary space partitioning tree for color 
image representation. Based on the binary quaternion 
moment preserving thresholding, a color image is first 
binarised, and a goodness of fit criterion is then introduced 
to determine the partitioning line. An intuitive, yet simple, 
algorithm has been introduced to compare the contents of 
color images by matching their BSP trees. Experimental 
results are presented to demonstrate the performance of the 
method. 

Introduction 

Image representation has been a popular research area for 
the past few years. Recent approaches to represent  images 
can be found in [8],[11]. Although it is evident that one of 
the driving forces in image representation research is to 
efficiently coding the image, it is not suggested until 
recently7 that this area has a significant potential for 
content access application in the representation domain.  

Effective and efficient representation of image data is 
essential in content based image indexing and retrieval. 
Existing methods in this ever-popular research and 
application area use color, texture and shape features as 
indexing and retrieval cues.2,4,5,9,13 The emphasis was on 
extracting these features and using them either individually 
or in combination effectively. However, current state of the 
art computer vision/image processing techniques are still 
not mature enough yet to ensure accurate segmentation of 
the images into meaningful regions. Even if accurate 
segmentation can be performed, there is the added problem 
of representing the images into constituent regions 
effective and efficiently for indexing and retrieval 
purposes. 

In this paper, we seek an intermediate solution. We 
would like to represent images with efficient data 
structures, which can be effectively and conveniently used 
for image content description. We do not seek highly 
accurate representation of the image in every detail; 
instead, the goal is to represent the image contents well 
enough to enable effective and efficient indexing and 
retrieval. We use binary space partitioning (BSP) tree1 for 
image data representation. Although researchers in the past 

have used BSP tree for image representation,8 it was only 
applied to gray scale images and extension to color image 
is not straightforward.  

We have developed a novel method to build BSP tree 
for color image. Instead of using the modified Hough-
transform or by minimizing the least square error to find 
the partitioning line,8 we propose to apply the moment-
preserving thresholding technique6,15 to the color image and 
determine the line from the threshold image. As an 
application, we also introduce a scheme for comparing the 
similarity of color images by matching their BSP tree 
representations.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the new technique for building the BSP tree for 
color image representations. Section 3 introduces a method 
for content-based comparison of color images by matching 
their BSP tree representation. Section 4 presents the 
experimental results and a concluding remark is given in 
section 5. 

BSP Tree Representation of Color Images 

The purpose of partitioning an image is to divide the image 
into a number of polygons containing data of similar 
characteristics. One simple method is to partition the image 
according to the raw data values, i.e., for a gray-level 
image the polygons should contain a part of the image 
having a similar gray-level. The extension of the idea to 
color image is not straightforward. Should the algorithm 
for a gray-level image be applied independently to each of 
the three channels of color data or should we work directly 
on a 3-D color space? The authors believe that treating the 
input data as a point in a 3-D space gives a more 
meaningful result than just considering the three 
components independently. This is the underlying reason 
for using the binary quaternion moment preserving 
thresholding method. The original idea of moment-
preserving thresholding technique15 was designed for grey-
level image and is briefly reviewed here. Given a grey-
scale image f with N number of pixels and its grey-level 
value at pixel location (x,y) denoted by f(x,y), the ith grey-
moment is calculated as: 

mi = Σx Σy f 
i(x,y) / N   i=0,1,2,… (1) 
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Let F(f) → g be a function that operates on f such that 
the 1st to the ith moment of g are equal to the 1st to the ith 
moment of f respectively. Then F is said to preserve up to 
the ith moment of the input data in the output data. 
Arguably the more moments the operator preserves the 
more information of the input image is retained in the 
output image.16 The output image g has only two grey-level 
values h0 and h1 which correspond to the pixels which 
values are below and above a threshold T respectively.  In 
order to preserve the moment of the input image in the 
output image the following constraints have to be met: 

p0 + p1 = 1      (2) 

p0 h0

k+ p1 h1

k = mk  k ≤ i    (3) 

where i  is the maximum order of moment to be preserved 
and p0 and p1 denote the fraction of pixels having grey 
values h0 and h1  respectively. 

Pei and Cheng6 extended the idea to color image using 
quaternion numbers. The algebra of quaternion is the 
generalization of complex numbers.3 The three-
dimensional data set (R,G,B) of color images can be 
represented as a quaternion numbers q(n): 

q(n) = q0(n) + q1(n).i + q2(n).j + q3(n).k  (4)  

where 

q0(n) = 0; q1(n) = R; q2(n) = G; q3(n) = B   

The three quaternion moments are defined as follows: 

m1 = E[q]; m2 = E[q.q*]; m3 = E[q.q*.q]    (5) 

where q* and E[q] are the complex conjugate and the 
expected value of q respectively. 
 Instead of two grey values two quaternion numbers z0 
and z1 are used. 

z0(n) = z00 (n) + z01 (n).i + z02 (n).j + z03 (n).k  (6) 

z1(n) = z10 (n) + z11 (n).i + z12 (n).j + z13 (n).k  (7)  

In addition, the scalar threshold term T is extended to a 
3-D hyperplane lT. defined by: 

a.q0 + b.q1 + c.q2 + d.q3 + e = 0   (8) 

which solution is given in [6] as: 

a = -1; b = - (z01-z11) / (z00-z10)       (9) 

c = - (z02-z12) / (z00-z10); d = - (z03-z13) / (z00-z10)      (10) 

e=( z00

2+z01

2+z02

2+z03

2-z10

2-z11

2-z12

2-z13

2) /(2.(z00-z10))  (11) 

z03 = - (a2-√(a2

2-4a1c00)) / 2a1    (12) 

z13 = - (a2+√(a2

2-4a1c00)) / 2a1    (13) 

zl0 = (w.u+v).z13; zl1 = (w.v-u).zl3; zl2 = w.zl3  l = 0,1 (14) 

u = (c10.c12 - c11.c13)/(c13

2+c12

2)   (15) 

v =(c11.c12 - c10.c13)/(c13

2+c12

2)    (16) 

w = (c11.v+c10.u+c12)/(c10.v-c11.u+c13)   (17) 

a1 = (1+w2)(1+u2+v2)       (18) 

a2 = w.(u.c10+v.c11+c12)-u.c11+v.c10+c13   (19) 

 
The image is first binarized using the binary 

quaternion moment-preserving thresholding method. A 
partitioning line is then chosen to divide the output image 
into two regions such that at least one of the regions is 
relatively homogenous, i.e., for a binary image it is either 
almost or completely black or white. However, we do not 
require the partition line to always produce completely 
homogenous regions since the white and black pixels in the 
binary form of a natural image will almost be scattered 
everywhere. Imposing this constraint tends to produce very 
small and less meaningful region. As a result, the ability to 
control the homogeneity of the resulted partitioned region 
is required as different applications may require different 
homogeneity criteria. For this purpose, the parameters of 
the partitioning line, θ and ρ of a binary image g(x,y) are 
chosen as: 

(θ,ρ) = 

arg Max∀θ,ρ {Max[(Sl

z0)κ/Nl ,(Sl

z1)κ/Nl ,(Sr

z0)κ/Nr ,(Sr

z1)κ/Nr ]}  (20) 

where 

Sl

zi={Σ nzi(x,y) | x.cos(θ)+y.sin(θ)<ρ} 

Sr

zi={Σ nzi(x,y) | x.cos(θ)+y.sin(θ)≥ρ} 

nzi(x,y)=1 if g(x,y)=zI or 0 otherwise. i=1,2 

Nl= Sl

z0+ Sl

z1; Nr= Sr

z0+ Sr

z1; κ={ℜ | κ>1} 

The value of κ determines the allowable impurities in 
the partitioned region scaled by the size of the region. For 
example, we have two possible lines, l1 and l2. The first line 
produces a region of size 100 pixels and all of the pixels 
have value z0. The second line produces a region of size 
1000 pixels but only 800 of which have value z0. If κ=1.1 is 
used then the first line is chosen and if κ=1.2 the second 
line is chosen instead. 

To obtain the best partitioning line the function 
described in Equation 20 is calculated for every possible 
line passing through the image. In practice, since the 
number of lines is infinite then quantization of the line is 
necessary. This is achieved by quantizing the line 
parameters θ and ρ. 

The range of possible values of θ is a periodic function 
of period π. Therefore, choosing the range -π/2 ≤ θ < π/2 is 
sufficient to represent all possible values of θ. In this paper 
θ is quantized into 16 equally spaced values. The choice is 
arbitrary and is affected by the amount of computational 
cost and the required accuracy of the partitioning line. 
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The quantization of ρ however is not that trivial since it
depends on θ. The formulation for possible range and the
best quantization step of ρ is given in [8]. The set of lines
with orientation θ that passes through an image has  range
value [ρmin, ρmax] where:

ρmin(θ)=min {x.cosθ+y.sinθ} (21)

ρmax(θ)=max {x.cosθ+y.sinθ} (22)

where (x,y) is the set of coordinates of the image vertices.
The quantization step ∂ρ is calculated by:

∂ρ(θ) = max{| cosθ | ,| sinθ |} (23)

 

 

Figure 1. Images partitioned using the proposed method with
κ=1.35. From left to right and top to bottom order, Original
image, 1st, 2nd  and 3rd partition levels (edge enhanced)

After obtaining the best partitioning line, one color is
chosen to represent the part of the input image contained in
each region. In the interest of computational speed, this
paper calculates the element values of the representative
color as the mean of the red, green and blue components of
all the pixel colors in the region. These color values
together with the partitioning line parameters are recorded
and they are used as the representation of the image at the
first partition level.

The process, starting from 1) thresholding, 2) finding an
optimal line to, 3) the calculation of the mean color, is
repeated for each region. The data used for the thresholding is
the data from the original image. However, this time instead
of thresholding the whole image, we threshold the regions
resulted from the previous process independently of each
other.  A region will not be partitioned if it becomes too
homogenous or if it becomes too small. The homogeneity
criterion used is the value of the second moment m2. If it
becomes too small than the partitioning for that region is
stopped. The process is repeated until no more regions can

be partitioned or until it reached certain number of iteration.
Therefore, at the end of the jth iteration one has j number of
image representations at a hierarchical order. Figure. 1
shows the partitioning of natural images using the proposed
method

Color Image Matching based on BSP Tree

The correspondence between the image regions, the
partitioning lines parameters and the nodes of the BSP tree
is illustrated in Figure. 2. The root node contains the
average color of the whole image and the first partitioning
line l1. The leaves contain the average colors of the regions
in the subdivision that the BSP induces and the parameters
of the lines that partitioning the regions. For example in
Figure.2, node b contains the average color of region b and
the line l2 that partitioning region b. With this BSP tree
representation, we introduce a method for comparing image
contents.

 

a

cb

ed

Color in region b
Line l2parameters

Color in region a
Line l1parameters

Figure 2. a BSP-tree representation of an image.

In our view, the process of matching two trees is one
that compares the properties of the nodes in one tree to those
in the other, and find the minimum difference between them
while taking into account the hierarchical structure of the
trees. To do this first we define an entity called node-family
of a tree u, denoted by Nu. A node family Nu(i,j) is a sub-
tree of u consisting one node of u at the ith level and its two
sibling nodes (see Figure 3) and j is the index.

Let Nk(i,j) denote the jth node family at layer i of tree k,
and Nl(m,n) denote the nth node family at layer m  of tree l.
Comparison of the contents of the two images represented
by trees k and l is performed as follows: For each Nk(i,j), for
all i and j, calculate the node family differences Nd
(definition given later) between Nk(i,j) and all the node
families of the tree l at levels i-1, i, and i+1, and take the
minimum node family difference value and denote it as D i,j.
The difference between the trees DTk-l is the average of D i,j

over all i and j. The same process is repeated for DT l-k since
DTk-l is not necessarily equal to DT l-k. And the overall tree
difference DT(k,l) is calculated as the average of the two,
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DT(k,l) = (DTk-l + DTl-k)/2    (24) 

 
Let j and n be two node families. Let Ljp and Lnp be the 

lines associated with the parent nodes of j and n 
respectively. Let Cjl and Cjr be the colors associated with 
the left and right child node of j respectively and let Cnl and 
Cnr be the colors associated with the left and right child 
node of n respectively. The node family difference 
between j and n, Nd(j,n) is defined as the sum of the 
differences between the lines and the colors, i.e. 

 

Nd(j,n)=D(Ljp, Lnp)+(D(Cjl,Cnl) + D(Cjr, Cnr))/2  (25) 

 
where 
 

D(Ljp, Lnp) =(D(θjn)+D(ρjn))/2 

D(θjn) = min(|θj-θn|, π-|θj-θn|) 

D(ρjn) = |ρj-ρn| 

D(CjS,CnS) = √{(RjS-RnS)
2+(GjS-GnS)

2+(BjS-BnS)
2} S=l,r 

 
 
Because the line parameters and colors represent 

difference modalities, care must be taken in combining 
them together. One difficulty in combining the distances of 
the partitioning lines and the distance of colors is that they 
represent a priori not comparable modalities, with different 
dynamic ranges. In the absence of any systematic method 
for combining different modalities, we propose to 
normalize all difference entities before combining them.  

 
 
 

N(1,1)

N(2,2)N(2,1)

 

Figure 3. The BSP nodes are divided into node family units, as 
shown inside the dash line boxes, which contains the parent and 
its two children 

 
 
 
 
 

In our co-ordinate definition, the origin is the top-left 
hand corner of the image, the values of θ range from -π/2 
to π/2. If we denote the image height and width by H and 
W respectively, the values of ρ therefore range from –H to 
√(H2+W2). The RGB values of the color has a range 
between 0 – 255. Before calculating the distances, θ's are 
normalized to [-0.5,+0.5], ρ's are normalized to (-0.5,+0.5] 
and RGB's are normalized to [0,1]. In order to reduce the 
time taken to calculate the tree difference, Nd is calculated 
only for all node families up to an arbitrary level instead of 
for all node families in the trees. 

Color Image Matching Experiment 

The image comparison method was implemented in a 
database consists of 1065 images using 61 pairs of test 
images, some of which are shown in Figure 6. The test 
image set is a subset of the database image set. They were 
manually handpicked such that each pair consists of similar 
scenes or similar objects. The value of κ in Equation 20 is 
set to 1.35. The tree matching were done up to partition 
level 5. For each query image, the differences between its 
tree and that of the images in the database are calculated 
and the result is sorted in ascending order. To measure the 
matching performance, we calculate the matching 
percentile defined as 

 

MP = 100 × (N-R) / (N-1) if R ≤ 10 or 0 otherwise   (26) 

 
where N is the total number of images, R is the rank of the 
corresponding pair of the query image. 

As a comparison, we also implemented the color 
correlogram method.4 The experiment showed a very 
promising result. The average matching percentile for all 
61 pairs of test images using the BSP method is 94.2 and 
that of color correlogram is 93.4. We believe the success of 
our new method can be attributed to the fact that it not only 
utilizes the color but also the structure information of the 
image as well. Figure 4 shows some of the test image pairs 
from which BSP method outperforms color correlogram. 

The computation time required to partition an image 
depends on the quantization step of the line parameters and 
the size of the image. The computation time required to 
match the tree linearly depends on the size of the database 
and the number of nodes compared in each tree. In 
practice, the BSP tree of the images in the database is 
generated and stored before any matching is done. 
Therefore, during matching process the computational load 
lays only on the partitioning of the query image and the 
matching of the tree. 
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Figure. 4. Three sample pairs of test images in which color
correlogram fails whilst our method succeeds.

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The partitioning of two similar image both of which
contain the same object but taken from slightly different
viewpoints and under different weather conditions. Top to
bottom order, original image, 1st, 2nd, 3rd partition levels (edge
enhanced)

Concluding Remarks

A new method to represent color image contents using the
BSP tree has been developed. An intuitive algorithm for
matching color image contents through the matching of
their representation trees has also been introduced. We have
presented some experimental results, which demonstrated
good performance and clear potential. The technique is still
in an early stage of its development. Our current work
continues the study of how to partition the image effectively
and efficiently, and the development of new matching
methods for comparing image contents based on the BSP
tree representation.

The method has wider applications also. The obvious
one is image coding.8 The advantage of this approach is that
the coded information can be used conveniently in content
based indexing and retrieval.12 Our ultimate goal is the
development of the new generation of color image coding
methods that meet that 4th criterion.7
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Figure 6. Thirty pairs out of 61 pairs of test images used in the experiment
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